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From the Chair 
Tony Fisher 

Well, here we are at very nearly the end of my two-year term as Chair of 
ITTE, and hence, this is my last piece as Chair for the Newsletter. And in 
the 50th edition of the Newsletter at that – seems like a cue for some 
retrospection all round. 

I have enjoyed my time as Chair, with Graham Jarvis as Vice-Chair, and 
before that my time as Vice-Chair to Tim Denning as Chair. But more than just enjoying the 
holding of both offices, I can honestly say that I have learnt a lot. This has been from a number 
of sources, and in a range of situations, but I’d have to make particular mention of our 
Committee meetings: I look forward to them immensely – and yes, I know that’s hard to 
believe! The Committee is a great bunch of interesting, thoughtful people and, judging by a 
recent flurry of email discussion, a true example of that sometimes mis-used term, ‘a 
community of practice’.  Certainly when I first became a Committee member I feel I was truly 
allowed ‘legitimate peripheral participation’! 

I have also learnt a lot from the other meetings I have attended as Chair/Vice-Chair: the IT 
Network (including the merger of Naace with CEG and MAPE); various meetings at Becta; 
meetings with HMI John Williams; and last but not least, the TTA. I’ll single out the TTA for 
special mention because our working relationship with Tim Tarrant and his team has, I feel, 
been particularly beneficial. There is in my view a real sense of partnership with the TTA. I’m 
not blind to the power dimension, and (as has been pointed out by Committee members on more 
than one occasion!) in a context of regulation, audit culture and high stakes inspection, we are 
not able to experiment and develop as freely as we might wish, and I do regret that. But I feel 
that our relationship with Tim and his team at the TTA is based on genuine mutual recognition 
of our differing situations, and also on our participation in a shared endeavour to improve the 
profile, use and understanding of ICT in teacher education. Long may it continue! 

For the reasons given above, I’d encourage members to stand for election to the Committee and 
later, perhaps, to become Vice-Chair and thence Chair. It’s been a privilege and a pleasure for 
me to do so, and I wouldn’t have missed it for the world. Thank you for giving me the 
opportunity. 

And so at our conference in Dundee I shall hand over to Graham Jarvis who becomes Chair. I 
wish him well in my scuffed and mis-shapen (but really quite comfortable) shoes! 

tony.fisher@nottingham.ac.uk 

Editorial 
Libby Jared, Faculty of Education, University of Cambridge 

A Golden Edition or Now we are Fifty 
So the Newsletter has made it to its 50th edition and a time to say a big thank you to all the 
previous editors, for establishing this thrice-yearly missive. ITTE’s founding fathers (and 
mothers?) did some sterling work and I am very grateful to Roger Keeling for his contribution 
to this ‘celebratory’ edition.  

But the Newsletter only exists if members send in articles. What do I remember about my time 
as editor? Primarily all those e-mails to the list, begging, cajoling, hassling etc. for articles - 
some of our readers obviously feel sorrier for the editor than others. 

Before we arrive at the 50th, maybe we should consider some lower digits first. It is the first 
time that the Newsletter has been able to reprint an article that first appeared in TES Friday. 
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Renamed here as ‘Invisible Teachers?’ Tony’s message is passionate: in spite of all the hype, “if 
education is transformed it will be because teachers … have made it happen”. Hear Hear! 

Niki Davis presents a second passionate message as she reports on a world conference that 
included video-linking from Paris to all other continents. This conference discussed the ever 
growing digital divide – a real concern that technology, whilst offering many opportunities, may 
itself be having an ever increasing harmful effect on ‘poorer’ societies. I believe we all became 
increasingly aware of this several years ago, but global solutions are often the most difficult to 
find. 

This term saw the quickest article ever to arrive in response to a Newsletter item when Richard 
Bennett, his mind triggered by a web wandering, sent in his article just four days after posting 
snail-mail. Is this a man who reads everything cover to cover?  

Hot on that tail (so sorry, in second place) was John Woollard presenting a useful ‘information’ 
pack to trainees as they begin to prepare for the parents’ evening. You may already have one, 
but in true ITTE spirit it is offered as a means of sharing good practice. Incidentally who could 
count the number of objects which Neil Stanley has informed us all through the newsletter? 
Boys will be boys and toys might be toys. 

Avril’s Journal updates have proved invaluable in keeping us all informed about its life and 
offering useful suggestions as to how we can use our life to publish all those many research 
papers we have flying off the desktop. This update though comes with some special and 
important news – and I leave you to read what it is. 

However, it would appear reading this newsletter that if your name is Roger (as in Keeling or 
Osborn-King) you are about to be 60 (50 would have been more in keeping with this issue…) 
and some sort of ‘retirement’ could be on the horizon. Before that, let ITTE wish them both a 
Very Happy Birthday.  

And finally… 

Thank you to those who did contribute a five plus line snippet for all to enjoy on a pleasant 
summer evening or a cold winter’s night. As the current editor, I only need to organise the 
content, but had I been asked to contribute to the five liners then, with license, this is what I 
would have done! 

When I think about ITTE, I often remember Brent Robinson who sadly died just as I was doing 
my very first Newsletter as co-editor. Brent taught me the word seminal (which I try to use all 
the time now!) and taught many other people to allow the name Vygotsky to trip off their 
tongues with ease. 

My burning issue would be to say to everyone who did not contribute to the five liners, that you 
were … 

And for the future? Well I am certainly hoping that the brickwork of schools and homes is 
getting leakier and that a curriculum-without-walls will be here to stay - well at least until the 
next ‘invention’ which has the potential to impact on teaching and learning as much as ICT 
should be doing. 

ecj20@cam.ac.uk 
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THANK YOU TONY 

Every two years, the Chair of ITTE changes. When the ‘old’ chair leaves they are always 
keen to thank everyone for their contributions to ITTE. However there isn’t anyone to say 
thank you in return. So I would like to use this space just to say a big thank you for the 
massive of work which Tony has done on the association’s behalf during his sterling 
chairpersonship. Yet again we have been fortunate in having a tireless worker who has on 
occasions ‘hidden’ just how much his contribution has been.  

The good old days? 
Roger Keeling, Newman College 

As the ITTE newsletter reaches it golden edition, I happen to reach 
my own golden moment – retirement! Well, at least as far as 
Newman is concerned. Now I can proffer fading memory as a 
legitimate excuse for failing to recall the details of the early ITTE 
years. I know the association grew out of a meeting of IT tutors that I 
organised at Newman back in 198*? Some of those present will no 
doubt still be reading this newsletter now, but the minutes of those 
early meetings have long since been recycled (as have some of the 
tutors probably!). I can remember that my period of chairing was 
followed by Steve Coupland, Jon Davies, Grant Heppell and Nikki 
Alderson (or something close). 

So how far have we come? From imaginative, creative enthusiasts 
with free rein (knowing how to get every last breath from the 32K of 
a BBC micro) to lackeys of the TTA, DfES, QCA or whoever else is 
agenda setting. Perhaps unfair; I don’t want to appear as the cynical 
aging academic who dwells on the wonderful years of 21 years ago. 
But, as one colleague kindly reminded me, you are!! 

Let me strike a positive note. What ITTE has been very successful at is ‘refreshing’ the 
personnel involved. The enthusiasm is still there, each year there are willing people who put 
themselves forward to help run the association. The profile of ITTE has been raised and the 
association is widely respected. To all those who have been involved over the years I offer my 
thanks and congratulations. 

Now I digress for a minute. I was asked to cover a lecture last week, at very short notice, on 
Integration by Reduction. The only book I could easily lay my hands on was Infinitesimal 
Calculus, first published in 1912 (and my edition was dated 1927). But there was the method, 
clearly laid out with examples that I could use. How many IT texts will be relevant in 80 years 
time? That is the problem with teaching ICT – the subject won’t stand still, we run to keep up, 
every new initiative creates a sense of inadequacy. How do we develop professionally? One 
answer is to join ITTE or one of the other professional associations. That has been the 
association’s strength; the development of a sense of community to help overcome the 
isolationism that tutors often feel when ‘confined to barracks’. Subject associations are often a 
lifeline to tutors working in HE. I can send an e-mail, make a phone call, send a text etc and 
someone out there will always respond with an answer. How about a new strap line “You are 
never alone with ITTE”. 

 
The man with the most 
coloured dots at E3M 
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I have written in the past about areas where I think that ITTE could do better but now is not the 
time to rehearse these. Libby wants this to be a celebratory edition and I think there is every 
justification in asking this. I am sure that the community in one form or another will be around 
in another 21 years – as for me, I am currently writing a 3D zimmer frame grand prix game. I 
am siting it on the Isle of Man, so it will be the International TT for Educators (known 
affectionately as ITTE). 

See you in Dundee. 

Roger 

PS. I have been involved with several subject associations, which have relied on the efforts of 
volunteers. Chairs come and go, but good and committed newsletter editors are a rare species. 
Thanks Libby; the newsletter is an integral part of the community building. 

r.keeling@newman.ac.uk 

Invisible Teachers? 
Tony Fisher, Nottingham University 

(A version of this article was first published in the TES Friday, 18th March 2005 under the title 
“Technology means nothing without humans” – and is reproduced here by kind permission) 

Have you noticed that something odd is happening in the use of language? It’s a truism to say 
that language is always changing – the welter of neologisms associated with ICT is testimony 
enough to that. But I’m thinking here of something more specific.  

When I buy online from Amazon, I receive a courtesy email informing me that my order ‘has 
dispatched’. Not ‘has been dispatched’, or ‘is being dispatched’ – simply ‘has dispatched’. At 
the opening of Bett 2005 the Secretary of State for Education, Ruth Kelly, announced that 
‘Teachers’ TV will be launching on 8 February’. Not ‘will be launched’. It’s similar. I’m not an 
expert in language, but both uses apply a transitive verb (involving action) to an inanimate 
object, hence implying that the action (dispatching, launching) can be done by the object to 
itself. 

To some extent this is normal, if imprecise, linguistic practice - for instance, ‘the car drove 
along the wrong side of the street.’ But as the car example makes clear, the consequence is to 
leave invisible the human actor, and hence by implication to ascribe agency (the capacity 
actively to do things) to objects.  

Of course, in the above examples – car, Teachers’ TV, my Amazon order, there isn’t really any 
confusion. Everyone knows there’s a driver in the car, so it doesn’t really matter, except to fussy 
so-and-sos like me. After all, the purpose of language is to communicate, right? 

However, of greater concern are the instances of invisible humans - and invisible teachers in 
particular - in relation to ICT. For instance, a recent advertisement in the TES claimed that if 
you subscribe your pupils to a Web hosting and design service ‘…it will enhance their learning 
abilities’; another, that if you subscribe to an online reference service, ‘…your whole school 
will benefit…’.  These claims, in their use of the unconditional ‘will’, ascribe the power to 
make things happen to the technology, rather than to humans. But of course it is conditional. It 
could happen, but if it does, it will be because teachers (and not the technology alone) have 
made it happen. 

The tendency to ascribe to the technology, rather than to human agency, the power to make 
things happen, is an aspect of what is known as ‘technological determinism’, and there’s a lot of 
it about. Technological determinism, once you get your eye in, is quite easy to spot in the rather 
obvious hyperbole of advertisements. More worrying is when it seeps into official discourse. 
And it has been there for some time - for instance, ‘It [ICT] has the potential to transform the 
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way that education is delivered…’ (David Blunkett, 2001).  Subsequent Secretaries of State 
have used similar language when talking about ICT’s ‘capacity to transform’. 

When I talk to teachers about ICT, they often refer to it as ‘a tool’, (and sometimes in glowing 
terms). And that is what it is – a tool (or perhaps more accurately, a group of tools, because ICT 
is not really an ‘it’). And the point is that tools have users. Tools don’t do things on their own – 
users do things with them because they have a purpose in doing so. My alarm clock wakes me 
up, but not because it has somehow decided to - I had to make it do that. Tools offer 
‘affordances’ (advantages to given users in given contexts) and constraints (limitations on their 
use). Just think about all the different affordances (and constraints) of, say, a portable computer 
to different users in differing contexts – a journalist, a teacher, an accountant, a university 
student. 

So, let’s be sure to re-establish the explicit relationship between tools and their users, and to 
challenge technological determinism. Why? Because it matters – language is the fundamental 
means by which we represent the world. If human agency is invisible in our language practices, 
what does that tell us about the picture of the world that is being constructed?  

Technological determinism in education, by apparently locating causation in the technology, 
leaves largely invisible the work that teachers must undertake, in order to use the technology to 
realise the claimed potential improvements and transformations. If education is transformed, it 
will be because teachers, no doubt making use of the special affordances of particular 
technologies, have made it happen. 

tony.fisher@nottingham.ac.uk 

  
Visible trainee teachers at the University of Wales Newport 

Thought for the term 
Home access is growing: 75% of 9-19 year olds have accessed the internet from a computer at home. 

Many computers in private rooms: 19% have internet access in their bedroom. 

From UK Children Go Online Final report of key project findings – Sonia Livingstone and Magdalena Bober, 
www.children-go-online.net/, April 2005. 
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ICT: a two-edged sword that needs systemic thinking: Teacher 
educators as front line troops? 
Niki Davis, ISU CTLT and London KnowlegeLab 
A vital and strategic world meeting of experts from all sectors met in mid May 2005 to identify 
the success factors for capacity building for today’s information society [1]. Policy makers, 
service providers and academics are concerned that the internet, mobile telephones, computers 
and many other technologies adopted across the world could result in a communication 
breakdown because the digital divide is widening each day; the rich are getting richer and the 
poor poorer. Centered in the United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization 
(UNESCO) Headquarters in Paris, France, with multiple video conferencing links with Asia, 
Africa, South America, and the Arab world, plus real-time streaming and interaction over the 
Internet, the conference used technology to bring under-represented voices to the world debate 
with illustrations of the ways in which Information and Communication Technologies (ICTs) 
can be deployed. Stimulated by the international think-tank, The Club of Rome, delegates, 
ranged around the world, sought to identify critical success factors to reduce digital divides and 
work for peace.  
This world conference on Capacity building for ICTs was one of the most important strategic 
efforts linked with the World Summit on the Information Society [2] (WSIS), which will 
conclude at the end of 2005. The President of Lithuania, who is UNESCO representative to 
WSIS, told the conference that the aim of WSIS is to promote achievement of the Millennium 
Development Goals, including reduction of poverty and universal primary education. One of the 
key documents promoted by UNESCO’s director who opened and chaired the first conference 
session is on social transformation in an information society [3], which includes this statement: 
“The growing profusion of ICTs could be a social and economic gold mine. But the 
technology’s two-edged nature means that it could also become a minefield that does great harm 
to many people and societies.” (UNESCO, 2004, p 122) 
Attention was also drawn to strategic actions underway, including a “huge emphasis on teacher 
education and training.” This emphasis may be surprising to educators. Few educators, 
especially teacher educators, have recognized that they may be ‘front line troops’ for peace. The 
interrelated systemic thinking that is necessary to understand the importance of ICT education 
and ICT to improve education and training is explained by the ways in which ICT is responsible 
for social transformation. The vast number of choices and interactions are dangerous given 
technology’s two-edged nature: 

A starting point towards such a new understanding is to recognize that ICTs, like all 
technologies, are inherently social because they are inextricably bound up with the vast 
number of choices and interactions enacted through an interwoven web of co-evolving 
people, institutions, cultures, and technology. Technologies are also social in that they 
define, but do not determine, how people do things. This makes some paths more 
economically, culturally, or socially rational than others. (UNESCO, 2004, pp 23-24)  

I recommend that Dutton’s UNESCO (2004) sociological perspective Social transformation in 
an information society: Rethinking access to you and the world to you and all your students. A 
full version of my report including the critical success factors will be published on the IFIP web 
site in June. 
References 
1. The conference may still be accessed at http://www.unesco.org/wsis/meetings/capacity-building  
2. WSIS http://www.unesco.org/wsis 
3. UNESCO (2004) Social transformation in an information society: Rethinking access to you and the world. 

Paris: UNESCO and http://portal.unesco.org/ci/en/ev.php-
URL_ID=12848&URL_DO=DO_TOPIC&URL_SECTION=201.html  

nedavis@iastate.edu 

http://portal.unesco.org/ci/en/ev.php-URL_ID=12848&URL_DO=DO_TOPIC&URL_SECTION=201.html
http://portal.unesco.org/ci/en/ev.php-URL_ID=12848&URL_DO=DO_TOPIC&URL_SECTION=201.html
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Sixteen and two thirds years on … 
The ITTE community 

These days I seem to get all my ideas (good and bad) cleaning my teeth! There I was on the 
evening of April 30th, when I was suddenly struck that this would be the 50th edition of the 
newsletter and immediately thought of a (supposedly) cunning plan. We could celebrate 
number 50 by getting 50 institutions to send in just five lines on one of three themes: 

A past memory of ITTE or IT in the classroom 
A present burning, seething issue 
An article theme appearing in the 100th edition. 

Sadly I did not achieve the magic number of 50, in spite of the many pleas. But a big thank 
you to those who did enter in the spirit of things, even if many could not count only up to 
five! (Roger, Niki and Jocelyn - yours are elsewhere!) 

Ed. 

ITTE 2005 - I remember 

Interminable debate about strange things such as ICT tests, TTA, OFSTED  and something 
called FE98 (or other ridiculous acronym).  Seven years later I still don’t know what they mean. 

The annual party conference is always enjoyable (except when it’s in your own town and you 
are the organiser) meeting friends old and new. I just wish I could be there this year, but Dundee 
is a long way north and I’m heading south. 

That dreaded list server bringing occasional rubbish, mindless rambling, personal advertising 
and occasionally nuggets of information and ideas. I wouldn’t be without it but I do hate it at 
times. 

Excesses of eating and drinking are overstated, except of course for the legendary Twining,  
munching his way through numerous cakes and mega calories using many mega bites. Only he 
could trade malt whisky for cakes! (As for his list message, he doesn’t need to worry about how 
to get to Dundee, just whether or not they will let him in). 

2005 Another year has gone by, nothing much has 
changed, ITTE still flies the flag, dedicated 
professionals giving their time for free, and the bar 
takings rise. I look forward to more stimulating debate, 
(Tony, just don’t fall asleep next time you are being 
addressed) and of course I look forward to the rallying 
cry from Libby – only one week left, don’t forget to 
write for the newsletter. 

Mike Quickfall, University of Edinburgh 

Chair’s snippets 
Fond memories of ITTE include: being handed over to as ITTE contact at Nottingham by 
former local contact, Richard Phillips - little did I know what it would lead to; being 'woken 
up' (!) by Margaret Cox in her session at the Leeds conference; having my Newsletter piece on 
the Nashville SITE Conference edited by Libby who took out the funny bits about the 
hairdressers' convention as she thought they were FAR too flippant… 

Present issues: I'd really like to see the demise of the technical-rational audit culture (and let me 
say I do not often agree with Simon Jenkins). Whilst it is possible to both meet targets and 
innovate, most of us can't always reliably achieve that balance and hence there is pressure to 

Happy days at the Research Seminar! 
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play safe rather than experiment. Why must everything be measured? What happened to trust 
and professionalism, and the value judgements of those who know and understand… 

Article theme for issue 100: that's really hard to predict… but of course Henman will still be 
trying to win Wimbledon! 

Tony Fisher, University of Nottingham 

 

Issues dear to the heart 

To all primary school staff - put your machines in the classroom not in suites. They are much 
more effective there if you want to try and embed ICT across the curriculum. Put several 
machines on a round table to facilitate helping and discussion - try to get enough in each room 
for a decent group to work on them at anyone time - then it becomes a daily, integrated 
experience. 

Bridget Cooper, Leeds Metropolitan University 

This would have to be digital video or any other kind of ICT use which positions the learner as 
an active producer and not as a passive consumer.  Learner agency seems to me to be the key 
issue in the era of "content delivery". If this is all that school ICT becomes, then it will be an 
increasingly irrelevant place to be. 

John Potter, Goldsmiths College University of London 

The KS3 tests 
The new KS3 tests raise many issues for the teaching of ICT. Although the idea to move testing 
forward is laudable, the new test could produce some undesirable results such as: 

• formalising strand 2b (data logging) as the poor relation in the ICT curriculum 

• a great reliance on literacy skills which could impede pupils with good ICT capabilities 
showing their potential (not just a problem with the ICT test of course) 

• having one fixed context in which to displays skills could encourage a curriculum based 
solely on that context 

If this model of testing is used, how can we help in overcoming these pitfalls? 
Ken Powell, Canterbury Christ Church University College 

Why are so many people keen on interactive whiteboards?  
After one year of having an interactive white board in my teaching room, I am at a loss as to 
why they seem to be so popular. However having a fixed data projector is wonderful, you would 
have a hard job getting that away from me. I have come to the conclusion that I can do just 
about everything I need to do if I had just a data projector and an 'ordinary' white board. Am I 
the only one who feels this way? 

(written in, and sent from, a coffee shop in Hong Kong) 
Roy Barton, University of East Anglia 
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Interactive Whiteboards 
At Brookes we are keen to explore the use of interactive whiteboards with our trainees.  Like 
other providers our partnership includes schools with both Promethean and Smart boards.  
While we can explain, demonstrate and discuss the implications of the different ways in which 
teachers write on the boards, the lack of a common file format between the two systems, and the 
absence of easy convertibility between files, is an obstacle to easy transfer of skills when 
moving from one system to another. 

Jonathan Allen, Oxford-Brookes University 

Understanding change with ICT: the cultural dynamics of teachers integrating ICT into 
professional practice 
Any analysis of change that conceptualises ICT integration in terms of over-simplified 
dichotomies, of either, assimilation and accommodation, or integration and resistance are 
inherently reductionist. This fails to capture the complexity of the process that defies essentialist 
readings of the situation, as it is more subtle and complex, and is better understood as situated 
interactions between teachers, which can form a community of practice in relation to ICT. The 
essentialist dualisms of earlier research are rejected in favour of understanding teacher's 
positionings with ICT as dynamic and fluid, in constant movement and interaction with their 
material and cultural context, and are, of course, subject to continual on-going change through 
participation in a community of practice. 

Sarah Younie, DeMontfort University 

Email 
It is, to my mind, undisputable that emails are an emerging life form. Let's face it, they satisfy 
all criteria – feeding (avidly consume memory – computer’s and own), reproduction (self 
evident), adaptation (they seem to learn very quickly what irritates), evolution (messages 
definitely mutate after several iterations), survival (despite deletion many persistently reappear 
and are rapidly becoming resistant to counter-measures, particularly those related to Viagra) and 
growth (again self evident). Although I risk being branded a scaremonger I am sufficiently 
concerned that, as with all threats to humankind (global warming, depletion of the ozone layer, 
international terrorism, meteorite strikes, …) we should heed the manifest early signs of 
insidious potential world domination. 

Rik Bennett, University College Chester 

An article theme for the 100th edition of the ITTE newsletter 

What ever happened to school? 
Articles are sought which reflect upon the demise of the old school based education system and 
its replacement by schome (not school - not home - schome - the education system for the 
Information Age) - What were the key drivers that led to this revolutionary transformation of 
our education system? How did the change from schools to schomes come about? With the 
benefit of hindsight, is schome the optimum solution? Will schome survive or what will our 
education system look like 25 years from now? 

(As an addendum - if folk want to find out more about schome they can do so via the schome 
website - http://www.schome.ac.uk) 

Peter Twining, The Open University 

http://www.schome.ac.uk/
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Will the use of holographic interactive technologies help pupils with developing personal 
relationships with other human beings? 
A demonstration of the software called 'Lisa' being used by pupils will be shown via a mains 
electricity loop while they are completely unaware that they are being observed. The loop will 
be triggered as soon as they use the software and observers can set their machines to receive the 
interactions when the pupils start to talk with Lisa. 

Reg Eyre, University College Northampton. 

A Long Way From Granny’s Garden 
What a pleasure it is to take a short break from my workless retirement and pen a few lines for 
you (yes, pen – I found one in the back of a drawer the other day, and I’m having fun 
remembering how to use it). You asked me to write something about changes we have seen in 
the time between newsletters 50 and 100. What a lot of progress in 17 years – that’s ten whole 
twists of Moore’s Law. It comes as a surprise now to realise that back in 2005 (when the 
newsletter was edited by Dr Jared and Prof Loveless ran the journal) a few people were still 
using cathode ray tubes, and some had less than a gigabyte of memory in their machines, and 
‘hard discs’ (remember them?) of less than a terabyte – imagine that now! No 3Dvids, no 
MacroIntuition, no Nostradamus, the PsychoNet not even vaguely on the horizon. How our 
lives have changed. Where would we be without the iKart? 

What about schools? Have we made progress with ICT? I suppose so. I logged into a good 
history lesson the other day, about the strange fate of Microsoft. They even got President Gates 
to introduce it. My local primary school had an encounter with Ofsted super-inspectors the other 
week, demanding to know whether the latest child-centredness directives had been implemented 
in full and to the letter. Fortunately the VidRec came up with the goods, and showed all 400 
children fully engaged with their PersTrains and ZPD machines, much to the relief of the 
Teacher. Well done, ICT. It all seems a long way away from Granny’s Garden somehow. 

Teacher training seems to plod on much as it always has – I heard from an old colleague at one 
of the SuperUnis the other day, where they still train a few teachers. They had managed to beg 
an old ZPD machine from a school, and were planning to show the trainees how to use it when 
they next visited the course. In the end they didn’t need to, as the trainees had already 
encountered them in school and, when prompted by the PsychoNet, some could even remember 
using them when they were at school themselves. 

So where do we go from here? I think ICT will change schools fundamentally quite soon. 
Here’s a hint. You thought the holodeck was just an idea in Star Trek? 

Bob Fox, University College Worcester 

Permeation (A 50th issue retrospect). 
In 1986, the theme of the inaugural ITTE conference was ‘permeation’. To some, 
microcomputers (‘micros’) were a new and stunning example of the mind expanding power of 
technology; to others they seemed like a needless, nerdy nuisance, antithetical to humanistic 
educational ideals. They were not always the easiest tools to use either. Hence microcomputers 
struggled to ‘permeate’ the curriculum of teacher training and the classroom.  

But did we have any idea we would still be grappling with the problem in the 21st Century? 
Nowadays we speak of the ‘embedding’ or ‘integration’ of ICT but it comes to pretty much the 
same thing. In spite of the intervening 20 years, 50 issues of the ITTE Newsletter and students 
who nowadays know of no other way to write than with a wordprocessor, how much has 
changed? Back then we would have been stunned by the future of hardware, software and 
networks if only we could have seen it coming (and bought shares in it).  
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Yet in ICT the quest continues for effective embedding 
in curriculum practice. Sure, there is PowerPoint in 
almost every seminar or lecture; Excel is used widely 
to record attendances and grades; and sure, Word is 
used quite a lot in classrooms. But ICT is still ‘out 
there’ waiting to come in. 

Permeation (A 100th issue retrospect). 
At last we have cracked the permeation code! It only 
took 40 years and though I’m now 73 (the retirement 
age is now 75) I am fulfilled. How do I know ICT has 
reached this pinnacle of realisation? Well, the other 
day I submitted a course proposal to my head of department for a new BSc in Secondary 
Science Teaching. I included a module titled ‘ICT in Science Teaching’. The rationale opened 
with the sentence: “ICT is an important resource in science and this module explores the ways 
in which science teaching may be enhanced by using ICT resources.” 

My head of department (a PE specialist) returned the whole thing with a rather irascible 
comment “David, your module on ‘ICT in Science Teaching’ is absurd and grossly out of date. 
You may as well write ‘English is an important resource in science …’. Please delete this 
module and rethink your approach to this course. Everyone knows there is no science without 
ICT – you simply can’t have a separate ICT module like this and remain credible, especially 
with our partner schools. (By the way I suggest you accept the very generous early retirement 
package you’ve been offered.)” 

David Longman, University of Wales Newport 

IT-ing Down Memory Lane 

1984(ish) - reluctant (and that's putting it mildly) CSE special school English class - 
transformed by using Devtray on an RM 380Z. To my amazement, they chose to stay in at break 
and spent 45 minutes reconstructing Anthem for Doomed Youth (Owen) and got all but one 
word (orisons). 

1989(ish) - first week as an Advisory Teacher for SEN and ICT - delivered a colour printer to 
an EBD school - got mugged in the playground and the printer disappeared over the fence. We 
got it back though. 

1992(ish) - trying to explain to a Swedish colleague why a special needs CDROM ("Getting 
Dressed") using photographic illustrations starting with a selection of naked adults might not 
sell well in UK (or at least not to the intended audience...) 

Chris Abbott, King’s College London 

I can remember the chaos I caused at Newman College at the first meeting of ITTE when I 
requested a computer and large screen to do my presentation..... 

I can remember laughing loudly when someone from the QCA, (or whatever it was called 
then!), suggested 'pencil and paper tests' for an ICT SAT… 

Reg Eyre, University College Northampton. 

Waist deep in marking 
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"1983 - is it really 22 years ago? - taking the family Sinclair Spectrum (and tape recorder) into 
my son's primary school to teach the top Juniors some Basic programming.  The school had no 
computers and were worried about how the kids would cope when they got to the local 
secondary.  The kids were brilliant - and shortly after, I started a teaching career." 

Stevie Vanhegan, Nottingham Trent University 

A Favourite Early IT Session: 50 word mini-saga  
Radio 4 used to run a competition asking readers to re-tell a famous story in 50 words exactly. I 
regularly used this as a word processing and English task with students. The 50 word limit 
required serious editing and engagement with the text. It modelled a valuable word processed 
writing task that was achievable in classrooms with limited computer access and with pupils 
who were not very proficient on the keyboard. Finally, it gave trainees less confident with ICT a 
sense of achievement and potential as the personal skills required were modest. 

Dave Murray, UCSM St. Martin's College 

A cuckoo in more ways than one 
Ah Quest! A significant introduction to data bases. Having failed to find a chaffinch by 
searching for a red chest, I changed to "includes red" and found a cuckoo. The chest of a cuckoo 
is, of course, barred. 

Bob Hopkins, University College Northampton  

Teaching 'O' Level programming in 1978  
The pupils wrote their code on squared sheets; I would drive seven miles into the Technical 
College and hand them over; one week later I would collect their sheets, printouts and punched 
cards. They would then correct their code; hand punch extra/amended cards and the following 
week I would take them back to the college. The following week they would come back. 
Hmmm! I'm glad the National Curriculum now has "Pupils understand the need for care in 
framing questions when collecting, finding and interrogating information." In those days they 
really did understand the need to be careful!  

John Woollard, Southampton University 

Who pulled the wires out? 
One of my earliest memories, dating back to the very 
early 80s, is of an unfortunate ten years old boy in my 
class who was going through an undefined crisis of 
some sort and wanted to take out his pent up anger on 
me in some way, but without actually hitting me. He 
would, we eventually found out, wait until I had set the 
tape recorder running to load Dino, or some such 
program, and after the required twenty-five minutes or 
so he would pull out a few wires from the machine and 
the dreaded message “Bad Blocks” (have I got that 
right?) would appear and mean that when I got back 

from the staffroom I would either have to abandon my plan, or try again to load the software. 
We eventually had to leave a secret spy to watch over the classroom during times of loading, 
and that’s how we found him out. Little devil. 

Happy days. 
Alan Pritchard, University of Warwick 

Hands free computing? 
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Pete  
F7 02 28 FC. Some of you who have been around for a while, and have equally sad brains, will 
remember that if you entered that little sequence of HEX codes into the RM 380Z front panel 
and then executed the code it would echo the keyboard on the screen. Why on earth would one 
remember that after 25 years?! For two reasons really. It was a key part of lots of little space-
efficient programs that we used to write but, and far more significantly, an early master of HEX 
programming was a student of mine called Pete. Pete was a social outcast before the computer 
arrived; his mastery of HEX codes suddenly gave him a role in the class (he could program 
great games) and over time it played a huge role in helping him to develop normal social 
relationships. It was the experience of watching Pete that made me to realise just how profound 
the social consequences of computers were going to be. 

David Benzie, UniversityCollege of St Mark & St John 

One Head of History’s Age of Enlightenment 
Some years ago I worked as Head of ICT in a large London comprehensive school. As in most 
schools, some staff were very resistant to the use of ICT and I knew that the Head of History 
was a particularly difficult nut to crack. He was a clever, articulate chap, whose cynicism about 
learning technology was aired at every possible opportunity – always in a very witty way that 
was difficult to oppose without sounding like a tedious anorak.  

Enlightenment came on an INSET day – or Baker day as they were then called. It may be useful, 
here, to inform those of a more tender age that the five professional development days in the 
school year were originally created by taking away five days of a teacher’s holiday. Needless to 
say, this particular head of History was never likely to forget that fact. 

Each department had a two hour ICT session delivered via authentic curriculum contexts. One 
of them was the investigation of statistics relating to historical data using spreadsheets and it 
was modelling death by plague that did it. Pupils had difficulties understanding the scale of the 
plague and the impact it had on communities. We created some simple charts showing causes of 
death over a period of years. The Head of History was thrilled by the pie chart that showed the 
impact of the plague in such a stark and unmistakable way that even the most historically 
challenged child couldn’t fail to register its magnitude. He spent another hour happily creating 
charts to represent various scenarios. At the end of the session, as they were leaving, clutching 
their printouts (there’s nothing like the satisfaction of a concrete outcome), he turned to me, and 
with an approving smile said, ‘that was almost worth missing a day’s holiday for’ and off he 
went. Praise indeed – it is a triumph I’ll never forget! 

Clare Furlonger, Bath Spa University College 

Thank goodness for ITTE 

ITTE changed my life! 
My first experience of ITTE was the conference at Rolle (1987) - and it changed my life. The 
weather was hot and there was freshly squeezed orange juice on tap. I always hated it till then, 
but now drink it everyday. Highlights include Amsterdam (1998) and Edinburgh (1999), though 
for some reason my memories of both are a little cloudy! What of conference presentations? 
The presentations are often first rate, but Cheltenham (2000) and Gervase Phinn’s after dinner 
speech - brilliant. To me, ITTE has always been about the people. A pity I haven’t made it 
recently. I’ll be back. 

Ian Selwood, University of Birmingham 
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What ITTE evokes 
1994. Like many others I came to Initial Teacher Education through a practitioner background 
with little idea, though quite a few prejudices, about research, its value and how to do it. I went 
to my first ITTE conference, a research event organised at the University of Exeter. I remember 
above all particular colleagues who took time out to ask me about my opinions on ICT and the 
work I wanted to do. It is easy to be sentimental about ITTE, and even more so about the past, 
but if you ask me what I remember about ITTE it was this initial welcome into a research 
community. 

Michael Hammond, University of Warwick 

What do I remember about ITTE? 
The great committee election debacle – how much personal support was allowed to be given at 
the ‘hustings’.  

Nervously standing for the committee and failing to get elected; nervously re-standing two years 
later and being successful. 

Getting lost in Amsterdam in the rain because the underground had more than one exit (and we 
chose the wrong one!). 

Being set homework by Gabriel (Goldstein). 

Actually Gabriel really does give recall to my first brush with ITTE. It would have been the 
conference at Liverpool Hope (possibly the first such event, and then called Christ’s and St 
Katherine’s). I was not in ITT at that time but worked for MEP and was part of a team doing the 
INSET for the first IT advisory teachers – also being run at Hope. It’s not a huge campus so as 
you went to and from meals and tea you’d bump into people from the conference (not that I 
knew that many at that time). When I bumped into this gentleman in one of the corridors he said 
“Hello Neil, why are you not at the ITTE conference then?” I had not met Gabriel before but he 
somehow had already learnt enough about me from elsewhere – something I later discovered to 
be a superb skill he has.  

And finally, always had to do the homework too! 
Neil Stanley, Liverpool John Moores University 

The first full ITTE conference (1987) was held in Rolle College, Exmouth. One night in the bar 
the idea developed (Stephen H. might have started it I think) that as we were only the proverbial 
stone's throw from the beach we should all go for an early morning dip the next day. In the full 
light of dawn this didn't seem such a clever idea, but a fair proportion of the conference 
members duly paraded on the beach and dived in to a pretty cold sea. We then all trooped off to 
breakfast, invigorated for the coming sessions and feeling pretty smug! 

Chris Higgins, Oxford Brookes University 

I remember at my first ITTE conference coming across Richard Milward again (having met him 
many years before in another life). He was demonstrating, I think, the creative potential of 
Quick Time. I was so pleased to be amongst ICT people that were interested both in the creative 
pleasure to be had from ICT and the joy of mucking about with it but also were inspired by 
ICT's potential for changing how kids, and we ourselves, learnt.  

Geoff Sheath, University of Greenwich 
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Having become a member of ITTE through my 
institution my first conference was the one held in 
Amsterdam. Apart from the excellent sessions, my 
abiding memories were of the meal on the canal boat 
and the meal at the floating Chinese Restaurant. Those 
first positive vibes about the association have only be 
confirmed since through the conferences, the people, 
the meetings with the TTA and other agencies and 
other activities. Not only an association, but also a 
community. 

Graham Jarvis, Trinity & All Saints 

Memories of ITTE past… 
Many of my memories of ITTE seem to be well described as either inspiring or embarrassing. 
Amongst the inspiring experiences have been many conversations about the meaning of life, the 
universe and everything, usually whilst gazing at the stars - sitting on a log in the botanical 
gardens in Anglesey, standing on the top of the tower of the Møller Centre, leaning against the 
wall of a bar in Amsterdam, and lying on a rubber sheet in an inflatable planetarium in 
Sheffield.  One of the embarrassing moments was in my first meeting at the DfES when under 
my sleeve I was wearing a joke watch which had a train with sound effects (the only watch in 
the house and I was afraid of being late for such an important meeting). As I tried to emphasise 
a point about the role of ICT in teacher education, my arm hit the table and set off the 'Wooo 
Wooo Chuff Chuff' sound. The suddenness of the silence was surpassed only by the radiance of 
my blushes - covered nobly by Tim Tarrant, ever the sensitive gallant, who leaned over and said 
"That sounds like a jolly watch - may I see how it works?" 

Avril Loveless, University of Brighton 

… and to conclude … 

Five words we’ve learned or recycled because of the internet 
1. Google (verb) to search for information on the web, with the guarantee that you’ll find 

something interesting, but probably not what you started looking for. 

2. Front End (noun) the bit of the software or webpage the user deals with. This means, as I 
have long suspected, all software and web pages have a back end. 

3. Virus (noun) a programme which can cause problems for your computer. If someone you 
know declares they have a virus, it’s best to stay away from both them and their technology 
for at least a week. 

4. Cache (verb) to collect web pages on a local server to save the system having to retrieve 
them from the web. Oddly enough, this type of cache can save you time and money. 

5. Cookie (noun) a small piece of information sent to your computer about a website you have 
used, usually harmless, because it contains your log on details or some such, but never, sadly, 
chocolate coated. 

If you’re interested in the words techies use, go to http://geek.com/glossary  
Helena Gillespie, University of East Anglia 

 
memories of Amsterdam 
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All in one? 
Start of the e-mail message to the editor: Here is an issue of the past, present and future - 
probably still running by issue 1000 – sorry it is six lines, but they're short -  and it gets relevant 
to ICT eventually! Here goes: 

"What do we mean by learning?  Does it mean the same thing: 

- to different people? 

- in different settings? 

- for different subject matter? 

- at different ages? 

- with different technologies?" 
Steve Kennewell, University of Wales Swansea 

Your First Parents’ Meeting 
John Woollard, University of Southampton 

Ed: John offered this article, written with a teacher colleague for their own trainees, as a way of sharing their 
work and ideas within this area. It begins by not being ICT specific but then Parents’ Evenings rarely are. Maybe 
someone else would like to share their ideas on this or any other aspect of training in the next issue. 

Attending parents' meetings is a very important aspect of your training. It is an element of the 
standards S1.4 Communication with parents and carers and is described: 

"Those awarded Qualified Teacher Status must understand and uphold the professional 
code of the General Teaching Council for England by demonstrating that they can 
communicate sensitively and effectively with parents and carers, recognising their roles 
in pupils’ learning, and their rights, responsibilities and interests in this." (TTA, 2003: 9) 

It is essential that trainees have contact with parents and carers "under the supervision of a 
teacher". This is an overarching principle and may impede or prevent some activities suggested 
below. 

During your training you should try to organise and record on your Professional Development 
Plan the following: 

• shadowing experienced teachers who are meeting parents;  
• shadowing experienced teachers who are writing reports;   
• contributing to draft reports;   
• accompanying a teacher on a home visit;  
• attending staff meetings where parents’ meetings are being planned.   

In preparation for your first parents' meeting meet with a group of peers and/or a 
Professional/Curriculum Mentor and... 

1. Consider the different scenarios outlined below. Role play an interview showing the 
necessary sensitivity and concentrating on the appropriate language.  

2. Read the Handbook guidance [on page 9] and then identify different ways in which you can 
support parents and carers in their role as educators.  Discuss the role that parents and carers 
can play in learning and in a child’s wider development.  

3. Consider ways of exchanging information with parents and carers about pupils and their 
learning, including formal reports and reporting end-of-key stage levels as well as less 
formal notes in exercise books and homework diaries.  
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4. Teachers need to be sensitive to the fact that, while many parents or carers wish to be 
actively involved in children’s learning, not all are necessarily willing or able to offer the 
same level of support. Consider how you would help a pupil where you feel that the parent 
is not as supportive as most parents.  

5. Trainee teachers are expected to know about the statutory rights of parents and carers. 
Create a short list of parent entitlements.  

6. During your training keep records of your observations and engagements with parents. 
Confidentiality is important. No records should have real names or identifying facts.   

Particular concerns regarding ICT teaching 

1. Many parents question what ICT is and what the curriculum contains; many parents do not 
have perceptions beyond "using a computer". Be prepared to describe, in a few sentences, 
the principles of capability and preparation for life.  

2. Many parents seek advice about their child's use of the computer at home and what they 
should do to protect their child when on the internet.  

3. A parent might say that their child cannot work on a computer at home. Ensure that you are 
aware of the entitlement of pupils to use computers in school and the options available for 
out-of-hours access to a computer.  

Be familiar with good web sites either for the subject or for revision such as GCSE 
Bitesize http://www.bbc.co.uk/schools/gcsebitesize   
Some school subscribe to SAM learning - make sure you can advise on access 
http://www.samlearning.com/examrevision   

4. Be familiar with the local post-16 establishments and the range of courses they offer.  

5. Parents might ask about the purchase of a new computer for their child. Ensure that you are 
aware of any community/school facilities for purchase and the availability of student 
licences for curriculum software. The school may possess licences for the use of software by 
pupils.  

Scenarios 

The following parent interview scenarios are drawn from across the curriculum but many can 
apply directly to the teaching of ICT. The scenarios do not involve conflict and argument. The 
vast majority of contact with parents is amiable and supportive. In training you will not have to 
deal with difficult situations and in your career you will use those life-skills honed through 
dealing with pupils to help you calm, engage and support the more challenging parent. 

Science - Joanna is a very able pupil in year 10. She always completes homework and scores 
well in tests. In class her attitude and behaviour are generally good but she is sometimes too 
chatty. Her marks so far suggest she should get an A at GCSE.  

P.E. - Samantha is a child of very good practical ability but she is not very bright academically. 
She has forgotten her kit twice this academic year. In lessons her attitude and behaviour are 
good. She is a good netball player but struggles a bit with gymnastics. Her badminton is good. 
She is in year 9.  

Mathematics - Peter is an average pupil in a top year 7 maths set. He is very good at mental 
arithmetic, knows his tables and other basics. His presentation is poor and he refuses to show 
his working which depresses his maths. Homework completion is poor because it is rushed.  

http://www.bbc.co.uk/schools/gcsebitesize
http://www.samlearning.com/examrevision
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ICT - Paul is a lively boy in year 8. He has a computer at home on which he spends a lot of time 
playing games. In lessons he is keen to learn but often does not follow your instructions and so 
completes the task wrongly. He is of average ability.  

Geography - James is a boy with a lively, enquiring mind but relatively poor literacy skills. He 
is in year 9. He generally works hard but is occasionally distracted. He should achieve a level 5 
in KS3, but his map-work skills are poor. He does not always complete written homework on 
time.  

Finally … 

here is some advice for when you're doing it for real in your first few years:  

Pass on any very difficult parents to a subject leader or member of the senior management team 
(SMT).  

Keep to time - techniques of starting and finishing interviews such as standing up, offering to 
make another appointment, focusing only on relevant points to do with student progress.  
Written by: 
M Warren (Professional Mentor), Harrow Way Community School, Andover 
J Woollard (Curriculum Tutor), School of Education, University of Southampton  

TTA (2003) Qualifying to teach Handbook of guidance TTA 
http://www.tta.gov.uk/php/read.php?sectionid=108&articleid=456  

J.Woollard@soton.ac.uk 

Book your place now … 

The 8th ITTE Research Seminar 
will be held on 

Friday 9th & Saturday 10th December 2005 
as usual at the sumptuous venue of 

The Møller Centre, Churchill College, Cambridge. 
 

Enquiries to: Libby Jared, Faculty of Education, University of Cambridge, Cambridge CB2 2PQ. 

email: ecj20@cam.ac.uk 

Free software – a few examples 
Rik Bennett, University College Chester 

I read with interest Neil Stanley’s article in the previous newsletter in which he mentioned 
ArtRage – the free painting program. It occurred to me that I use several pieces of freeware or 
‘free’ shareware which might be of interest to colleagues. My apologies if you are already 
familiar with all or some of the following but there might be one gem which you have missed. 
Similarly, there may be other nuggets (software or websites) which you have come across which 
you might want to share with the rest of us in the next Newsletter.  

http://www.tta.gov.uk/php/read.php?sectionid=108&articleid=456
mailto:ecj20@cam.ac.uk
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Open Office - http://www.openoffice.org/  

The beauty of Open Office for me is that it is compatible with MS Office and runs on Solaris, 
Linux, Windows and Mac OS. It includes a word processor, spreadsheet, presentation manager, 
and drawing program.  

It is ideal for students who cannot afford MS Office for their own computers.  

Freetext – http://www.kudlian.net/products/freetext/  

An educational word processor with a spell checker and word bank facility. It edits Rich Text 
documents, and can change; the font, font size, colour, style and add bullet points. Graphic files 
can also be imported. 

Photo Story 3 – 
http://www.microsoft.com/genuine/offers/details.aspx?displaylang=en&OfferId=7AC8A932-
68A5-4147-B303-9C3456DAE568  

Works with XP and allows you (and/or children) to create a photo-story using a storyboard. 
After importing a series of pictures, automatic transitions, zooms and pans are programmed 
using simple wizards to which titles and a sound commentary can be added. A musical 
background can be added or composed. It also includes a basic photo editor to crop or adjust the 
images. A neat, self contained package with a lot of educational potential. 

Movie maker 2 - 
http://www.microsoft.com/windowsxp/downloads/updates/moviemaker2.mspx 

Movie Maker 2.1 is available for XP using a simple user interface to edit digital video – not 
quite iMovie but almost as easy to use. Can combine movie clips with still images and 
synchronise to a soundtrack. Exports to DVD. 

AVG Anti-virus - http://www.grisoft.com/doc/1 

Recently rated as one of the best virus checkers, it is free for home use – including free updates. 

Microsoft – AntiSpyware (Beta) - 
http://www.microsoft.com/athome/security/spyware/software/default.mspx 

Considered to be more effective than Adaware and Spybot, it checks and monitors spyware 
activity and removes it. 

Vice Versa Free - http://www.tgrmn.com/free/ 

Allows you to compare and synchronise portable storage. I still use Zip disks to store all my 
work and this program allows me to check that my backup folders on home and work computers 
have the most recently amended versions of each document or file. 

Audacity – http://audacity.sourceforge.net/  

Probably the best free audio editor and recorder for Windows, Mac OS and Linux. Audacity will 
• Record live audio.  
• Convert tapes and records into digital recordings or CDs.  
• Edit Ogg Vorbis, MP3, and WAV sound files.  
• Cut, copy, splice, and mix sounds together.  
• Change the speed or pitch of a recording.  
• Import and export WAV, AIFF, AU, and Ogg Vorbis files.  
• And a heck of a lot more! 

http://www.openoffice.org/
http://www.kudlian.net/products/freetext/
http://www.microsoft.com/genuine/offers/details.aspx?displaylang=en&OfferId=7AC8A932-68A5-4147-B303-9C3456DAE568
http://www.microsoft.com/genuine/offers/details.aspx?displaylang=en&OfferId=7AC8A932-68A5-4147-B303-9C3456DAE568
http://www.microsoft.com/windowsxp/downloads/updates/moviemaker2.mspx
http://www.grisoft.com/doc/1
http://www.microsoft.com/athome/security/spyware/software/default.mspx
http://www.tgrmn.com/free/
http://audacity.sourceforge.net/
http://vorbis.com/
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The GIMP – http://www.gimp.org/  

GNU Image Manipulation Program for Windows and Mac OS. It can be used as a simple paint 
program, an photo retouching program, a batch processing system, a mass image renderer, an 
image format converter, etc. etc. The interface takes a little learning but it is a very powerful 
image editing package. 

VicMan Photo Editor – http://www.vicman.net/vcwphoto/index.htm 

VCW VicMan's Photo Editor is not quite so powerful as the Gimp but is a lot easier to use. I’ve 
used it with primary aged children for creative photo editing. 

Opera web browser - http://www.opera.com/ 

If you’re worried about security issues with Internet Explorer and Outlook, then Opera is a very 
good alternative. It uses tabbed windows and you can import your bookmarks from IE. It will 
even mimic IE to allow access to IE-only websites. 

Hot Potatoes - http://www.halfbakedsoftware.com/ 

There are six compatible applications to create interactive multiple-choice, short-answer, 
jumbled-sentence, crossword, matching/ordering and gap-fill quizzes and tests which can then 
be viewed using a web browser. Hence, students can produce quizzes on their own computers 
and run them on the school computers without the need for software to be installed.. It is free 
for use in education for non profit purposes. 

FreeWare Home - http://www.freewarehome.com/ 

Finally, a website devoted to the distribution of freeware.  
r.bennett@chester.ac.uk 

When is a toy not a toy? 
Neil Stanley, Liverpool John Moores University 

In a cupboard near my office at work are the remnants of a 
collection of artefacts put together in the mid-80s as a result of 
being a Centre for the MEP (Microelectronics Education 
Programme). Amongst those things are some videos – some 
recorded off air – and all fortunately VHS format (some had been 
originally recorded on what I believe were called u-matic tapes). In 
particular we have a copy of the John Coll video, with him 
enthusiastically introducing the BBC Microcomputer to 3 
somewhat unexcited persons (it was filmed at Leeds University and 
I do believe that it was only a BBC case that linked to the large 
drive box next to it for all its workings). We’ve also got a copy of 
the ‘raw’ version of the first Computer Programme and several 
other – what may now be considered – historic TV programmes. 

Now for the toy! I managed to get a cheap AverMedia EZMaker 
USB2 device (normally around £55). This looks like a small button-less TV controller with a 
USB and an audio lead coming out one side and normal red/yellow/white video and s-video 
leads on the other. This device sits between your VCR (or camera) and your PC (good 
specification needed) and will let you import video in real time into the accompanying software 
package: Ulead’s DVD Movie Factory 2se. 

And that’s all there is to it – you start the software, tell it to import and play the video. It almost 
turns your PC into an iMac running iMovie! The software is easy to use and will let you put 

The ratcatcher's tail? 

http://www.gimp.org/
http://www.vicman.net/vcwphoto/index.htm
http://www.opera.com/
http://www.halfbakedsoftware.com/
http://www.freewarehome.com/
mailto:r.bennett@chester.ac.uk
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chapter markers into your video so you can jump to key points. You can then set it to create and 
write your DVD or you can use the pure video directly in presentations. 

Copyright is the real problem and I don’t really want to go there (BECTa can help), but for 
moving your own videos across to digital it’s really simple. Of course to write DVDs you need a 
DVD writer – but even PC World had those for less than £40 over the Bank Holiday weekend.  

In case you are wondering, I have backed up the rare historic videos – ask and I might even 
arrange a viewing at the conference in Dundee. 

n.r.stanley@livjm.ac.uk 

Technology, Pedagogy and Education Journal Update 
Avril Loveless, University of Brighton 

Writing this update enables me to inform you of the progress of the journal and the plans for 
next year, outline how you might continue to support the journal, and share two important 
pieces of news. 

 ‘Technology, Pedagogy and Education’ is in good health and has a wide international 
readership in library subscriptions and articles downloaded from the website. I am currently 
preparing the second issue of Volume 15 2006; we have a good range of articles in the system; 
and I am able to be more selective in identifying those which are acceptable or can be supported 
through a round of revisions. I greatly appreciate the reviews that we receive, as folk provide 
detailed and constructive feedback that helps me to explain my decisions to the authors. Sarah 
and I are very encouraged by the number of messages we receive thanking us for the nature of 
our feedback, even if we are not able to accept the work for publication. 

How can you continue to support the work of the journal? We are still working on developing 
the standard, scope and reach of TPE as an international, scholarly journal. I encourage you to 
continue to invite, mentor and write articles in order to develop the quality of the work we 
accept, and I appreciate your suggestions and feedback. I am particularly interested to hear of 
key issues or themes that you think would be thought-provoking in the Editorials. Please let me 
know which conferences and events you will be attending, and whether you would like us to 
send you some extra copies or flyers in order to promote the journal to new audiences.  

The happy news is that Sarah Allsopp, our marvellous Editorial Assistant, is having a baby in 
July. As you may have realised from her address, she is now living and working in France, so 
we only meet face to face occasionally, but she was looking well and radiant when we met in 
March. We all wish her well in the next few weeks. 

The second piece of news is less happy for us in that we will be saying ‘Farewell’ to our 
publisher Roger Osborn-King, as he moves into the next phase of his life approaching 
retirement. Triangle has published our journal since its inception in 1991. During the past 
fourteen years Roger has nurtured and encouraged us with extraordinary energy and 
cheerfulness. He has helped us to bring the journal to maturity and Niki Davis and I agreed that 
we have greatly appreciated his warm support and personal engagement over the years.  He 
broke the news to me whilst we were eating fish and chips on the seafront at Brighton, and also 
wrote to me afterwards, so I have included some of his letter explaining the changes and 
implications for the journal below. 

Triangle has been acquired by Routledge, and we will be working with Ian White who I will 
meet at the BERA conference in September. The working procedures and look of the journal 
will remain, and Routledge is able to provide wide international marketing and support. I will 
keep you informed of developments. 

mailto:n.r.stanley@livjm.ac.uk
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I’m sure you will join me in thanking Sarah and Roger for all their work with us for the journal 
and sending them warm wishes in the next phase of their lives. 

From Roger Osborn-King: 
I’ll be 60 next year and have recently been giving some thought to how I might lighten my 
workload. As you know, I am responsible not only for Triangle Journals but also the far smaller 
Symposium Books and, more recently, Symposium Journals. Don’t worry – I’m not retiring – I 
shall NEVER retire – I’m a compulsive publisher! However, I really need to have some plans in 
place that allow me to step back a bit. To that end I have tried to find someone who could 
manage Triangle while I supervised from above, and who might in time take over fully.  

My first (and only serious) choice was my good friend Graham Hobbs of Routledge. Graham 
and I go back over 20 years, to when he and his colleague now at Routledge, David Green, used 
to work for me at Carfax Publishing. When I left Carfax, and it was acquired by Routledge, it 
was Graham who took over all ‘my’ education journals and has ever since managed and 
expanded them brilliantly. He is a very different person to me yet knows everything I do as 
regard journals; I trust him absolutely. He is also remarkably knowledgeable about golf, horse 
racing and wine, but those are other matters! Incidentally, his wife Alison is Triangle’s 
production manager – my highest paid employee. 

Anyway, to cut a long story short, nothing I was able to say or offer Graham could persuade him 
to leave Routledge – he is very happy with them, and feels he is best placed there to do the job 
he knows and loves. What, eventually, he did suggest was that he arranged for Routledge to 
purchase Triangle, so he could manage the journals as I had hoped. And that is what has 
happened - Routledge have acquired Triangle. 

The journal’s basic situation has not changed. It is still published by Triangle. It can continue 
in exactly the same shape, form and style as hitherto. I will continue to look after you at least 
until the end of this year, after which Routledge will gradually take over my role for the 2006 
issues. They will do whatever you want; nothing significant need change unless you want it to. 

I am delighted – and relieved – at this development. I have seen the journal grow to maturity 
over the past fourteen years and am immensely proud of my part. In all honesty, though, I’ve 
probably taken the journal about as far as I can go. I recognise that the journal has ‘come of age’ 
and would benefit enormously from the sheer ‘clout’ of Routledge, the largest single publisher 
of English-language education journals, to propel the journal to even greater heights. I have no 
doubt you will be in excellent hands – indeed, the very best. 

From 2006 onwards I will continue to publish via the books and journals of the Symposium 
imprint (do please see www.symposium-journals.co.uk). That should give me a less hectic 
publishing life (or, at least, that is what I have told my wife!). 

With all best wishes – Roger Osborn-King 
aml@brighton.ac.uk 
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First announcement … 

ITTE Summer Conference 2006 
will be held on 

Tuesday 11th to Thursday 13th July 2006 
at 

Canterbury Christ Church University College 

New on the bookshelf 
Neil Stanley, Liverpool John Moores University 

I’ve a perception that I’ve bought lots of 
books recently – but they all seem to be 
rather unsubstantial.  Something Rotten, the 
new Jasper Fforde; Charlie Connelly’s 
Attention All Shipping; Peter Moore’s 
Vroom With a View; David Mitchell’s  
Cloud Atlas; all awaiting the vast open 
reading spaces of summer. That’s the 
problem with April and May and HE – all 
the reading is associated with marking. The 
book by the bedside is Gervase Phinn’s 
latest Up and Down in the Dales, charming, 
funny and safe to pass on to my mother 
when I’m done with it. Actually most of the 
Amazon orders have been for music and 
DVD (and I’ve not had time to listen or 
watch most of that either!). 

On the more substantial pile I’ve a book 
showing how Visual Basic can be used to 
enhance PowerPoint Powerful PowerPoint 
for Educators by David M Marcovitz  
(Libraries Unlimited). I’ve also bought the 
new title from the author of The Tipping 
Point, Malcolm Gladwell, Blink (only 265 
pages of large text!) and most recently, and 
given that my Faculty is in its latest re-
organisation I may need this one, Healing 
without Freud or Prozac: Natural 
approaches to curing stress, anxiety and 
depression by Dr David Servan-Schreiber 
(similar length but smaller text!). 

Now all I need is the time; the marking 
seems to be done, the new course is written, 
I’ve done my stuff for Libby, … 

n.r.stanley@livjm.ac.uk 

Web Wanderings 
Neil Stanley, Liverpool John Moores University 

Java is a tool that I need to get to grips with 
over the summer. 
http://www.fluffycat.com/ and 
http://www.javaranch.com/ look useful as 
resources. 

If Mavis is annoying you or you’ve mislaid 
your copy a free typing tutor is available 
from 
http://www.kiranreddys.com/products/typin
g.html  

Hidden Microsoft resource – 

 http://www.theeducationcommunity.com/ . 
You can also link to their Innovative 
Teachers project from here too. 

Electronic portfolios are one of the current 
buzz-ideas – Helen Barratt is the 
acknowledged leader in the field and her 
site is http://electronicportfolios.com/  

Start-up Inspector for Windows 
http://www.windowsstartup.com/download.
php - helps you manage the programs that 
load when you start your PC. This can slow 

http://www.fluffycat.com/
http://www.javaranch.com/
http://www.kiranreddys.com/products/typing.html
http://www.kiranreddys.com/products/typing.html
http://www.theeducationcommunity.com/
http://electronicportfolios.com/
http://www.windowsstartup.com/download.php
http://www.windowsstartup.com/download.php
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things down – this may get you back up to 
speed. 

The Government’s Digital Strategy is at 
http://www.strategy.gov.uk/work_areas/digi
tal_strategy/index.asp  

Every object tells a story 
http://www.everyobject.org/ - a good time 
absorber this one! 

http://www.airtightinteractive.com/projects/
related_tag_browser/app/ takes the Flickr 
image gallery and provides an interesting 
search interface (nb there are no parental 
controls so some of the posted images may 
cause offence). 

Not tried this but sending big files can be a 
real mailbox filler; 
http://www.yousendit.com/ may help but 
there may be hidden problems. 

We’re doing an e-learning project using 
smart phones at the moment so 

http://www.handheldlearning.co.uk/ caught 
our eyes. 

The Sorting Game was always dear to my 
heart; if you loved it to then you may like 
http://www.20q.net/  

http://cnm.open.ac.uk/projects/flashmeeting
/ looks useful – let’s hope it’s not too pricy 
when it is released. 

To see what the world is talking about, look 
at 
http://www.marumushi.com/apps/newsmap/
newsmap.cfm  

Murder by PowerPoint? – then 
http://sooper.org/misc/ppt/ may help you 
look for clues. I found this when searching 
for a copy of the BBC Radio 4 short on 
PowerPoint that had been repeated because 
of the strike. You can get to a copy from 
here. 

n.r.stanley@livjm.ac.uk 
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Libby Jared Elected 2002 - 2005 Newsletter University of Cambridge 
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Tony van der Kuyl Elected 2002 - 2005 SITC, University of Edinburgh 

David Longman Elected 2004 - 2006 University of Wales Newport 

Avril Loveless Editor TPE Brighton University 
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http://www.strategy.gov.uk/work_areas/digital_strategy/index.asp
http://www.strategy.gov.uk/work_areas/digital_strategy/index.asp
http://www.everyobject.org/
http://www.airtightinteractive.com/projects/related_tag_browser/app/
http://www.airtightinteractive.com/projects/related_tag_browser/app/
http://www.yousendit.com/
http://www.handheldlearning.co.uk/
http://www.20q.net/
http://cnm.open.ac.uk/projects/flashmeeting/
http://cnm.open.ac.uk/projects/flashmeeting/
http://www.marumushi.com/apps/newsmap/newsmap.cfm
http://www.marumushi.com/apps/newsmap/newsmap.cfm
http://sooper.org/misc/ppt/
mailto:n.r.stanley@livjm.ac.uk
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Endpiece 
Jocelyn Wishart, University of Bristol 

A group of Y8 in a learning forum “somewhen” in the future. 
Tim: Fantastic GX on the new HUD I got 4 my BMW bike sim 

Tony: Yeah, HUDs are cool, I can overlay the OS map on the ground around me when trekking 

Peter: Did someone say puds? Anyone else want pudding? 

Libby: Come on, let’s get back on task. Jean, you unroll the keyboard and Bridget you get out 
the 3d holo concept mapping tool 

Jean: It’ll never work 

Avril: Let me draw, 3d real-time holo input – it’s so creative! 

Diane: What did you mean by that gesture? 

Avril: Nothing! I’m just drawing the outline for Bridget 

John: Anybody videoing her? 

Cathy: Yes, I’ve got record on, on my HUD, I’m making a talking videopaper 

Peter: Pud? 

David: Send it to me and I’ll beam it around the group 

Steve: If we write it up for eschool our group’ll get extra learning credits 

Neil: I’ll add some interactive web links 

Jean: Will they work this time? 

Chris: Jocelyn, look them up on the m-PDA and check 

Graham: m-PDA – that’s history 

Babs: Can we discuss this online? 

Mary: Sure, I’ll be in London 
 (ed: Bob was absent from the session – working in his grandmother’s garden – as mentioned earlier) 

Glossary: HUD=head up display, GX = graphics 
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ITTE Newsletter caption competition! 

 
This photograph and those on pages 4, 16, and 21 courtesy of Neil Stanley 

Photographs on page 6 courtesy of David Longman 
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